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Introduction

Negotiations are an inherent aspect of social and economic life. Any social interaction 
in which two or more parties jointly decide how to allocate scarce resources or resolve 
conflicting interests is a negotiation. Because negotiators often have incomplete 
information about each other’s preferences, they are tasked with exchanging 
information to discover optimal solutions that exceed what can be obtained  elsewhere. 
As clear as this roadmap for success may appear to be, negotiators often struggle to 
adopt effective approaches to negotiation. The behavioral decision research (BDR) 
perspective has been instrumental in uncovering erroneous assumptions and biases 
that prevent negotiators from achieving optimal solutions.

In this chapter, we examine negotiations through the BDR lens. After articulating 
signature characteristics of this approach and identifying cognitive research that has 
adopted it, we explore how a consideration of affect and motivation further elucidate 
negotiations. We then consider the utility of the BDR approach in light of research 
highlighting the importance of relational performance measures to negotiators. We 
consider how the strengths of the BDR paradigm – namely its emphasis on drawing 
comparisons to a normative economic standard – can be leveraged to bring relational 
aspects of performance further into the negotiation landscape. Our primary objective 
is to illustrate the BDR perspective by juxtaposing it with alternate theoretical 
 perspectives. In so doing, we take stock of behavioral negotiation theory, identify its 
strengths and weaknesses, and suggest promising directions for future research.

By examining the negotiation literature from a BDR perspective, we distinguish 
this review from several recent reviews of this burgeoning literature. Whereas previous 
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reviews have focused on psychological processes (e.g., Thompson, 1990b), the unit 
of analysis in consideration (e.g., Thompson, Wang, & Gunia, 2010), or even the 
stages by which conflict arises and resolves (e.g., De Dreu, 2010), our review explores 
the BDR perspective in relation to the question of how its strengths can be leveraged 
to consider noneconomic outcomes.

The Behavioral Decision Research Approach

We begin by highlighting the strengths of the BDR approach to negotiations research 
and identifying research that typifies these strengths. The signature feature of the BDR 
approach involves comparing a decision to a normative economic standard (Moore & 
Flynn, 2008). Negotiations are an ideal context for this type of analysis because clear 
normative benchmarks exist by which agreements can be judged. The dominant para-
digm of negotiation research measures performance in economic terms, including both 
distributive (i.e., zero sum) and joint gains. Comparing negotiators’ actual economic 
outcomes to normative economic benchmarks not only is useful from a descriptive 
standpoint but also allows for the emergence of clear prescriptive implications that can 
help negotiators improve their own outcomes. Thus, the  elegance of the BDR approach 
resides in its rational analysis of performance relative to compelling benchmarks.

The first normative threshold espoused by BDR consists of each negotiator’s best 
alternative to a negotiated agreement (BATNA). Rational negotiators should only agree 
to terms that are better than what they can obtain elsewhere. Negotiators’ BATNAs 
determine their reservation price, or point at which they are indifferent  between impasse 
and accepting an offer on the table. A reservation price should not fall below the value 
of a BATNA. This negotiating assumption can be traced back to Nash (1950) and is 
even more apparent in Thibaut and Kelley’s (1959) notion of a comparison level of alter-
natives in interpersonal relationships. The usefulness of this compelling insight is evident 
by the sentiments espoused to practitioners in popular training texts (Fisher, Ury, & 
Patton, 1981). Comparing an offer to what can be obtained elsewhere allows negotia-
tors to make a decision to accept or reject the offer that maximizes their economic out-
comes (Raiffa, 1982). If a better alternative is foregone or a worse alternative is accepted, 
then one or both negotiators have reduced the expected value of their outcomes.

In integrative negotiations, another normative threshold that negotiators seek to 
clear is Pareto‐optimality (Thompson, 1990b). An agreement is Pareto‐optimal if 
 neither party can improve his or her payoff without harming the other party’s payoff. 
For example, if a seller is indifferent about the issue of delivery date and a buyer has 
strong preferences about an early delivery, then it is Pareto‐inefficient to agree to 
anything other than the earliest delivery date available. By providing a timely delivery, 
the value of the deal for the buyer improves without any harm to the seller.

Negotiators’ cognitive biases

As individuals immersed in joint decision making, negotiators are prone to cognitive 
biases that influence the process of negotiation and prevent them from reaching 
 normative economic benchmarks like Pareto‐optimality or exceeding their BATNA 
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(Bazerman, Curhan, Moore, & Valley, 2000). Below we identify several cognitive 
biases uncovered by BDR research.

Fixed-pie bias. Negotiators do not always recognize integrative opportunities and 
this prevents them from achieving Pareto‐optimality (Thompson & Hastie, 1990). 
The fixed‐pie bias involves a tendency to see the interests of the negotiating parties as 
being in direct opposition to one another and to see the resources in zero‐sum terms. 
Because negotiators often hold fixed‐pie views, they frequently fail to seek disconfir-
matory information and interpret the information they do receive in a manner consis-
tent with their assumptions (Pinkley, Griffith, & Northcraft, 1995). Thompson and 
DeHarpport (1994) found that when negotiators obtain as much information as pos-
sible about their counterparts’ interests and enter a negotiation recognizing that there 
may be opportunities to create joint value, they achieve more favorable economic 
outcomes that get them closer to Pareto‐optimality.

Lose–lose bias. Though it would be unnecessary to negotiate if two parties had 
entirely  identical preferences, researchers have repeatedly shown that negotiators 
often fail to recognize the compatibilities that do exist. This is yet another reason why 
negotiators reach agreements falling short of Pareto‐optimality. Compatible issues are 
those in which both negotiators’ preferences align (Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993). For 
example, divorcing spouses may have opposing preferences with respect to the divi-
sion of their bank accounts while having compatible interests regarding custody 
arrangements. While a husband and wife may disagree on how to split shared financial 
assets, they may each agree that it is in their children’s best interests to remain in the 
wife’s custody the majority of the time. By focusing on their disagreement about the 
financial terms of their divorce settlement, both parties may fail to consider the oppor-
tunity to achieve a mutually beneficial settlement regarding custody arrangements. 
Thompson and Hrebec (1996) defined a lose–lose agreement as “an instance in which 
people in an interdependent decision‐making situation all prefer one settlement over 
another but fail to achieve that settlement” (p. 397). In their meta‐analysis they deter-
mined that lose–lose agreements are quite robust but that they become less likely to 
occur when communication improves and faulty assumptions are corrected.

Agreement bias. Rationality dictates that negotiators not accept an offer that is less 
favorable than what could be obtained elsewhere. Yet negotiators often reach 
agreement for agreement’s sake. In other words, they fall prey to an agreement bias 
(Thompson, 2009). Because impasse is often interpreted as failure, many negotiators 
avoid it even when their BATNA is explicit and unambiguous. Those who experience 
impasse frequently feel frustrated with the negotiation process despite their efforts to 
make an economically rational choice by passing on an offer that does not exceed their 
BATNA (O’Connor & Arnold, 2001).

Anchoring bias. Tversky and Kahneman (1974) first demonstrated that estimates 
of unknown quantities are influenced by salient reference points, or anchors. In a 
 negotiation, a number of anchors may be adopted, including prior sale prices (Beggs & 
Graddy, 2009) and the first offer made (Ritov, 1996). First offers are strong  predictors 
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of negotiation outcomes (Galinsky & Mussweiler, 2001). The tendency of  negotiators 
to adjust their counteroffers in response to a counterpart’s first offer is how the 
anchoring bias manifests itself in negotiations. Explanations for anchoring effects in 
the BDR literature are rooted in individual cognition, particularly in the form of 
insufficient adjustment from a salient reference point (Epley & Gilovich, 2001) and 
the selective accessibility of anchor‐consistent information (Strack & Mussweiler, 1997).

Noting the economic advantage that comes with making first offers, subsequent 
research has explored the relevance of which party makes the first offer and how the 
offer can be presented in the most effective manner. Some roles come with more 
psychological power than others (Anderson & Thompson, 2004), and powerful indi-
viduals are particularly likely to make first offers (Magee, Galinsky, & Gruenfeld, 
2007). A first offer is also strengthened by precision. For example, sellers often assign 
round numbers to asking prices ($100) even when they would be better off with pre-
cise pricing (e.g., $99.55), from which people tend to adjust less (Janiszewski & Uy, 
2008). As a result, precise offers elicit less extreme counteroffers than round offers 
(Mason, Lee, Wiley, & Ames, 2013). Thus, negotiators can improve their outcomes 
relative to their BATNA by making precise offers early in the negotiation process. 
They also feel more psychologically empowered to make the first offer when they feel 
powerful.

Framing effects. From a normative standpoint, risk preferences should be invariant 
whether economic payoffs are framed as gains or losses (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). 
Yet negotiators’ risk preferences are influenced by whether they construe an offer as a 
loss or a gain. In situations where a dispute must be resolved, impasse leaves one’s 
outcomes in the hands of an arbitrator. Effectively, this introduces uncertainty 
regarding one’s BATNA. Given the uncertainty surrounding impasse, negotiators 
who perceive an offer as a loss are more willing to put their outcomes in the hands of 
an arbitrator than those who perceive the same offer as a gain (Neale & Bazerman, 
1985). However, in some cases there may be uncertainty surrounding the value of an 
offer itself – as is often the case when financial assets are offered in exchange for 
something. Bottom (1998) demonstrated that in such situations, loss frames actually 
make negotiators relatively averse to impasse because rather than accept an outcome 
that they view as a “loss,” they are willing to make concessions so that they can 
acquire an asset that provides them with the opportunity to gamble for a chance at a 
better outcome. Taken together, these findings suggest that the impact of negotia-
tors’ frames on their negotiation strategy is contingent on whether uncertainty exists 
about the value of the BATNA or the settlement itself. For a more comprehensive 
review of framing in negotiation, see Moran and Ritov (2009).

Negotiators’ judgmental accuracy

The research highlighted so far focuses on how cognitive biases cause negotiators to 
fall short of key normative benchmarks. Another key contributor to these economic 
shortcomings is negotiators’ inaccuracy in gauging the value of these benchmarks as 
they relate to themselves and their competitors. We now examine the importance of 
judgmental accuracy to negotiators.
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Overconfidence. Whether the result of one’s disposition or a simple situational factor 
like negotiating in a familiar environment, confidence can help negotiators achieve 
favorable outcomes by alleviating their anxiety (Brooks & Schweitzer, 2011; Gino, 
Brooks, & Schweitzer, 2012), predisposing them to select effective tactics (Brown & 
Baer, 2011; Sullivan, O’Connor, & Burris, 2006), and persisting through a difficult 
negotiation to improve their outcome (Arnold & O’Connor, 2006). However, when 
it manifests itself in the form of overconfidence, it can become problematic. 
Overconfidence is a cognitive bias responsible for individuals overestimating their 
likelihood of achieving favorable outcomes relative to others (Moore & Healy, 2008). 
Negotiators tend to overestimate the probability of striking a favorable deal (Bazerman, 
Moore, & Gillespie, 1999), which puts them at risk of overestimating the value of 
their BATNA. This frequently results in them passing on offers and counteroffers that 
beat any other outcome an objective analysis suggests would be reasonable to expect.

One reason for negotiators’ overestimation of their value is that they have self‐ 
serving perceptions of fairness. Though they should be capable of objectively  assessing 
fairness, negotiators’ mere assignment to a role with a set of economic incentives 
impairs objective information processing. During the course of bargaining,  negotiators 
are far more likely to recall information supporting their own interests than information 
supporting their counterpart’s interests (Thompson & Loewenstein, 1992). 
A consequence of this biased information processing is that negotiators’ perceptions 
of what constitutes a fair settlement diverge drastically thus enhancing the likelihood 
of impasse (Babcock, Loewenstein, Issacharoff, & Camerer, 1995). While it is diffi-
cult for negotiators to overcome their biased perceptions of fairness, they can reduce 
them by engaging in a mutual exchange of interests with their counterparts before 
making a single offer (Curhan, Neale, & Ross, 2004).

Perspective taking. In a variety of domains, people fail to give adequate consideration 
to the  perspective of others by overweighting the information and motives that are 
salient to themselves (Epley, Keysar, Van Boven, & Gilovich, 2004; Van Boven & 
Loewenstein, 2003). Given the interdependent nature of negotiations, negotiators’ 
ability to achieve efficient agreements is contingent upon accurately anticipating the pri-
orities and motives of their counterparts (Thompson, 1990a). The cognitive process of 
taking a counterpart’s perspective aids both value claiming and value creation, but when 
it results in unmitigated empathy, negotiators often fail to achieve either of these goals 
(Amanatullah, Morris, & Curhan, 2008; Galinsky, Maddux, Gilin, & White, 2008).

Overall, the more accurate negotiators are at estimating the economic value of a 
given offer to their counterparts, the better they are at creating value in integrative 
negotiations (Moran & Ritov, 2007; Thompson & Hastie, 1990). Despite the impor-
tance of judgmental accuracy to the negotiation process, researchers have paid 
relatively little attention to the topic. The work that has examined judgmental  accuracy 
has tended to consider negotiators’ accuracy in estimating their counterpart’s 
 reservation price. The process of bargaining and having offers rejected provides an 
excellent opportunity for negotiators to receive valuable information about their 
counterpart’s reservation price. When considered in conjunction with their own 
 reservation price, knowledge of a counterpart’s reservation price allows negotiators to 
develop an estimate of the zone of possible agreement, or bargaining zone. However, 
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negotiators struggle to process information relevant to their counterpart’s reservation 
price accurately (Larrick & Wu, 2007). On one hand, when an initial estimate of a 
counterpart’s reservation price is outside the bargaining zone, the counterpart’s 
repeated offer rejections signal a need to adjust the estimate. In response to this signal, 
negotiators often adjust their estimate excessively, as they fail to consider that their 
counterparts’ demands are likely inflated as part of the negotiating game and should 
be discounted. On the other hand, when negotiators’ initial estimate of their counter-
part’s reservation price falls within the bargaining zone, they are unlikely to experience 
much resistance to offers. This provides support for their initial estimate and causes 
them to assume that their offers and subsequent counteroffers fall near their counter-
part’s true reservation price, even though this may not necessarily be the case. As a 
consequence of this asymmetry in disconfirmation for estimates that fall inside versus 
outside the bargaining zone, buyers tend to overestimate sellers’  reservation price 
while sellers tend to underestimate buyers’ reservation price. This leads negotiators to 
underestimate the range of offers where agreement is possible. Though an accurate 
interpretation would seem to be ideal, Bottom and Paese (1999) actually found that 
negotiators who overestimated the bargaining zone achieved better outcomes than 
those who were more accurate. Thus, by reducing the  diagnostic weight they place on 
the behaviors of resistant counterparts and carefully scrutinizing the behaviors of 
counterparts who are relatively satisfied with their offers, negotiators can improve 
their ability to claim value – even if it comes at the cost of judgmental inaccuracy.

Summary of the BDR approach

By adopting a BDR framework, the body of literature on negotiator cognition has 
revealed important insights about the consequences of biases on negotiators’ economic 
success – namely their tendency to leave negotiators with suboptimal outcomes. In so 
doing, this approach has revealed prescriptive insights about how negotiators may 
achieve higher quality economic outcomes through an adherence to principles of 
rationality. Often, negotiators can overcome their own biased perceptions of a 
bargaining situation by engaging in open communication with their counterpart and 
carefully evaluating the diagnosticity of information they receive about their counter-
part’s interests. Whether the result of cognitive biases or judgmental inaccuracy, 
negotiators’ inability to overcome inaccurate perceptions can hinder their performance. 
Despite its core strength in adopting a BDR perspective, cognitive negotiation 
research has two shortcomings: (a) it has largely ignored how negotiator motivation 
and affect influence bargaining processes; and (b) it narrowly focuses on economic 
performance measures, generally analyzing outcomes like distributive gains, integra-
tive gains, and agreement rates.

Beyond Cognition: Affect and Motivation in Negotiation

Given the inherent narrowness of a uniquely cognitive approach to the study of 
 negotiations, it is not surprising that scholars eventually considered the impact of 
motivation and affect on negotiation processes (Bazerman, et al., 2000). Importantly, 
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this line of research moved beyond a mere consideration of cognitive factors to also 
consider how affective and motivational factors influence negotiator performance. 
By evaluating negotiator outcomes when in a particular affective or motivational 
state and comparing them to their baseline payoffs, this research also offers prescrip-
tions for profit‐seeking negotiators, which we now describe.

Negotiator affect

Normatively speaking, negotiators should be unmoved by incidental affect, or that 
which is independent of the substance of a negotiation (Lerner & Keltner, 2000). Yet 
a growing body of research suggests this is not the case; instead, negotiation processes 
and outcomes are influenced by negotiators’ emotions (Barry, 2008). We here explore 
the role of affect and emotion in three ways: strategic affective displays,  genuine affect, 
and postnegotiation emotion as information on performance. Ultimately, this line of 
work has built on the BDR foundation to demonstrate that negotiators’ perceptions, 
both of their own affective state and that of their counterpart, influence economic 
outcomes.

Strategic affective displays. Individuals naturally engage in strategic displays of 
 emotion to influence a target’s economic decision making for the purposes of 
 maximizing their own financial outcomes (Andrade & Ho, 2009). The evidence 
 indicates that strategic displays of affect can be advantageous for negotiators’ distrib-
utive outcomes. For example, Kopelman, Rosette, and Thompson (2006) found that 
negotiators  strategically displaying positive affect are more likely to gain concessions 
and have offers accepted by a counterpart than are those displaying negative or neutral 
affect. The authors argued that because negotiators are often insulted by displays of 
negative affect, they are unwilling to concede much to counterparts who do so.

Though generalized affect clearly plays an important role in negotiations, specific 
emotions, even when on the same side of the positive–negative affect coin, can have 
differing effects because they signal different things about the cause to which they 
have been attributed (Keltner, Ellsworth, & Edwards, 1993; Smith & Ellsworth, 
1985). In the context of negotiations, researchers have examined the distinct effects 
of strategically displaying various specific emotions.

Anger. Perhaps the most commonly studied emotion in negotiations is anger. 
Displays of anger help negotiators elicit more concessions from their counterparts 
relative to displays of happiness (Van Kleef, De Dreu, & Manstead, 2004). In 
particular, the expression of anger signals a high reservation price and willingness to 
engage in tough negotiation tactics (Sinaceur & Tiedens, 2006). When anger is 
displayed by negotiators, their counterparts are often reluctant to make excessive 
demands out of fear that impasse will result.

Despite its potential benefits, negotiators must be careful not to rush to the 
conclusion that pounding their fist in a show of anger is a surefire way of eliciting 
concessions from a counterpart. In order for displays of anger to be effective, they 
must be offer‐directed as opposed to counterpart‐directed (Steinel, Van Kleef, & 
Harinck, 2008). Whereas counterpart‐directed anger does not necessarily signal 
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anything about one’s reservation price, offer‐directed anger signals that its cause is an 
unsatisfactory offer. At times, anger may also backfire, especially when it is expressed 
by women (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008) and targeted at negotiators who have 
appealing alternatives to agreement. Because negotiators with appealing alternatives 
to agreement have less desire to make concessions than negotiators with less appealing 
alternatives, they often respond to anger by walking away from the bargaining table 
(Van Dijk, Van Kleef, Steinel, & Van Beest, 2008).

Worry and disappointment. Other emotions that arise in the course of negotiations 
are those signaling distress, such as worry and disappointment. When a low-power 
negotiator signals a need for help by appearing worried and disappointed, high-power 
negotiators may feel sympathy and become more willing to grant concessions to 
relieve suffering (Van Kleef, De Dreu, & Manstead, 2006). Whereas offer‐directed 
disappointment does not necessarily signal anything in particular about a counterpart’s 
role in inducing the emotion, disappointment directed at the counterpart signals his 
or her responsibility for inciting the emotion (Lelieveld, Van Dijk, Van Beest, Steinel, & 
Van Kleef, 2011). This induces guilt in counterparts and increases their likelihood of 
making concessions.

Geniune affect. Though strategic displays of emotion can be effective, their ability 
to elicit desired behaviors from a counterpart can be limited if the attempted emo-
tional display is not genuine. Because much of the research described above examined 
reactions to preprogrammed email messages containing verbally explicit affective 
content (e.g., “I am angry”), it provides a limited understanding of how emotions 
impact on face‐to‐face negotiations. Recently, Cotê, Hideg, and Van Kleef (2013) 
examined whether anger can be feigned in a face‐to‐face negotiation as a means of 
decreasing counterpart demands. They found that feigning anger via surface acting 
backfired by increasing counterpart demands relative to a neutral affect control 
condition. This occurred because negotiators who surface acted were perceived as less 
authentic and trustworthy than those who displayed neutral affect. In contrast, when 
anger was genuinely felt via a direct manipulation, its expressers were capable of low-
ering their counterpart’s demands relative to affectively neutral negotiators. These 
findings highlight the importance of understanding negotiators’ true affective state; 
strategic displays may only be effective to the extent that they are genuine.

In addition to influencing how their counterparts perceive them, a negotiator’s 
affect may also influence the affect of his or her counterpart. A variety of factors, 
including a negotiator’s language (Schroth, Bain‐Chekal, & Caldwell, 2005) and offers 
(Pillutla & Murnighan, 1996), can incite emotional reactions from counterparts and 
impact their negotiation strategies. Therefore, despite the economic benefits of feeling 
genuine anger, negotiators must consider the possibility that their anger may rub off 
on their counterparts. This is a very real possibility, as negotiators who are angry 
throughout the course of an interaction tend to elicit fewer concessions from their 
counterparts than those who are initially happy but gradually become angry throughout 
the course of the negotiation (Filipowicz, Barsade, & Melwani, 2011). A likely reason 
for this is that by displaying positive affect, those who gradually become angry are able 
to induce their counterparts into a pleasant state at the start of the negotiation, which 
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persists throughout the interaction. Positive affect tends to induce cooperative tactics 
oriented at increasing the joint value available to negotiators and their counterparts 
(Carnevale & Isen, 1986), in part owing to negotiators’ use of agreements that require 
continued interactions between both parties (Kopelman et al., 2006).

Postnegotiation regret. Emotion also affects negotiator perception after a deal has 
been struck. Regret tends to arise via counterfactual reflection, or thoughts about what 
“might have been” (Roese & Olson, 1995). Because of regret aversion, negotiators 
are more risk averse when they do not expect feedback on the outcome of foregone 
choices than when they do expect feedback on these counterfactuals (Larrick & Boles, 
1995). However, the experience of regret does have its benefits. Notably, it can 
 facilitate learning from the negotiation experience itself in a way that helps negotiators 
improve their future outcomes (Kray, Galinsky, & Markman, 2009). The potential to 
learn from regret comes from its ability to make negotiators consider alternative 
 strategies that could have improved their outcomes. When reflecting on actions that 
could have been taken (“if only I would have made a more extreme opening offer”) as 
opposed to actions that were taken (“if only I hadn’t settled so quickly, I would have 
done better”), negotiators can derive the most benefit from counterfactual regret 
because this process facilitates the development of a roadmap for guiding future nego-
tiations (Kray et al., 2009; Wong, Haselhuhn, & Kray, 2012). Having one’s first offer 
accepted is a common elicitor of regret because it signals that a better outcome was 
obtainable (Galinsky, Seiden, Kim, & Medvec, 2002).

Negotiator motivation

Another psychological factor that strongly impacts negotiator behavior is motivation. 
Examined from a cognitive lens, negotiators’ goals and aspirations have been concep-
tualized as reference points (Larrick, Heath, & Wu, 2009). This observation alone 
indicates that many of the findings regarding negotiator aspiration level on performance 
can be directly derived from prospect theory. Because aspirations also serve as anchors, 
negotiators tend to make first offers in close proximity to those anchors. Furthermore, 
when faced with offers below their target outcomes, they are typically risk seeking and 
reluctant to make concessions. In contrast, offers above their target outcomes tend to 
elicit risk aversion and a willingness to settle. Taken together, these behaviors can 
explain the superior economic performance of negotiators with lofty economic goals 
relative to those with more modest goals (Huber & Neale, 1986).

In addition to applying BDR principles to negotiator motivation, researchers have 
also unpacked various types of motives that guide negotiators. One way of under-
standing negotiators’ motivational orientation is to consider whether they construe 
negotiation as an opportunity to approach gains or to avoid losses. Those approach-
ing gains not only tend to make more ambitious first offers than those avoiding losses 
(Galinsky, Leonardelli, Okhuysen, & Mussweiler, 2005) but they also use tougher 
negotiation tactics (O’Connor, Arnold, & Maurizio, 2010). Yet another way to view 
negotiators’ motivation is to consider whether they believe negotiation ability to be 
fixed or malleable. Because malleable beliefs correspond with the viewpoint that 
negotiation ability can improve over time, those with malleable beliefs are more likely 
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to take risks that may lead to rejection than those who believe in fixed beliefs (Kray & 
Haselhuhn, 2007). Given the inevitability of experiencing rejection during the course 
of any successful bargaining effort, negotiators with malleable beliefs tend to outper-
form those with fixed beliefs (Kray & Haselhuhn, 2007).

Summary of affective and motivational perspectives

Influenced by BDR’s emphasis on establishing normative benchmarks for evaluating 
the quality of outcomes, research on affect and motivation expanded the horizons of 
negotiation research beyond cognitive processes and towards a more comprehensive 
understanding of how psychological states influence deal making. By identifying 
 contexts in which different affective and motivational states are beneficial this research 
provides practical guidelines for how negotiators can maximize their economic 
 success. In broadening the scope of negotiations research beyond cognition this 
research has confirmed that a negotiator’s subjective perceptions of affective and 
motivational states matter. However, these perspectives share the same narrow 
emphasis on economic outcomes espoused by cognitive approaches to negotiation 
research, to the neglect of negotiators’ relational outcomes.

Beyond Profit Maximization: Negotiators’  
Relational Outcomes

As we have detailed, decades of research have examined the psychological processes 
affecting negotiators’ economic outcomes. We go on now to review more recent research 
expanding the scope of negotiations to explore subjective factors not as mere means 
to a profitable end but rather as meaningful outcomes with substantive value to 
negotiators. In particular, this line of research attempts to quantify subjective value 
derived from bargaining and explores how relational outcomes like impression 
formation and moral beliefs impact the quality of negotiated agreements.

Subjective value

Negotiators derive subjective value from bargaining that is independent of their 
economic outcomes. Subjective value is derived from negotiators’ perception of the 
relationships they form with counterparts, their perception of themselves following the 
negotiation, and their perception of the negotiation process itself (Curhan, Elfenbein, & 
Xu, 2006). People do more than value these subjective outcomes; they tend to weigh 
them more heavily than economic outcomes when considering critical life decisions 
like whether to switch jobs (Curhan, Elfenbein, & Kilduff, 2009). Importantly, these 
subjective outcomes also carry long‐term economic benefits as they predict economic 
success in future negotiations independently of past economic outcomes (Curhan, 
Elfenbein, & Eisenkraft, 2010). Taken together, this body of evidence suggests that 
negotiators are deeply concerned not only about these subjective outcomes but also 
about the social value accrued through negotiating, which can impact on a deal’s long‐
term economic value by facilitating agreements requiring an ongoing relationship.
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Negotiator impression formation

In addition to their subjective perceptions of a negotiation itself, negotiators’ per-
ception of their counterparts at the conclusion of the negotiation also have impor-
tant consequences. Many negotiators (particularly women) experience trade-offs 
where displaying the value‐claiming behaviors necessary for economic success often 
come at the expense of being perceived unfavorably from a social standpoint 
(Bowles, Babock, & Lai, 2007; Kray, Locke, & Van Zant, 2012). Below, we con-
sider how negotiators’  reputation and perceived trustworthiness guide their future 
interactions.

Reputation. The negotiation literature tends to emphasize one‐shot negotiations, 
ignoring how behaviors in one negotiation influence future negotiations. As 
 demonstrated by Anderson and Shirako (2008), negotiators develop reputations 
over time that impact on the manner in which their counterparts perceive them in 
future negotiations. In a series of longitudinal studies tracking cohorts of negotiators 
over time, the authors found that individuals’ history of cooperative behavior influ-
enced both their firsthand and secondhand reputations for cooperativeness. Because 
it  examined  negotiators’ reputation from the perspective of not only those with direct 
experience negotiating with them but also those embedded within the same social 
 network lacking in such firsthand experience, this finding suggests that negotiators’ 
behavior in one‐shot negotiations can impact the perceptions of prospective future 
counterparts.

Trustworthiness. Perhaps one of the most valuable relational outcomes that a nego-
tiator can attain is a perception of high trustworthiness. The ability to build trust with 
one’s counterpart is perceived as so valuable that negotiators will sacrifice their 
economic well-being to build relational capital (Curhan, Neale, Ross, & Rosencranz‐
Engelmann, 2008). Efforts to bolster perceived trustworthiness may be worthwhile 
because it directly impacts a negotiation counterpart’s willingness to invest 
resources into the implementation of an agreement (Mislin, Campagna, & Bottom, 
2011). Exhibiting behaviors that facilitate the negotiation process can build trust 
(Olekalns & Smith, 2005).

While actions are important means of assessing trustworthiness, situational factors 
also dictate how trustworthy individuals are perceived to be. One such factor is the 
method by which information is communicated. Overall, face‐to‐face communication 
facilitates deal making (Drolet & Morris, 2000), in part because it allows people to 
exchange information that promotes the development of rapport and mutual trust 
(Moore, Kurtzberg, Thompson, & Morris, 1999). Because face‐to‐face commu-
nication allows for the rapid transmission of nonverbal cues (Swaab, Galinsky, 
Medvec, & Diermeier, 2012), negotiators have more opportunities to use tactics 
like behavioral mimicry that build trust and help secure better integrative outcomes 
(Maddux, Mullen, & Galinsky, 2008). Individual differences also dictate how trust-
worthy a target negotiator will be perceived to be: Indian negotiators, for example, 
being less  trusting of their counterparts than are American negotiators (Gunia, 
Brett, Nandkeolyar, & Kamdar, 2011).
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Moral beliefs

Another relational performance metric concerns the perceived ethicality of a 
 negotiator’s tactics (Lewicki & Robinson, 1998). Overall, an omission bias tends to 
characterize negotiator deception such that misrepresentations are more common 
than blatant deception (Schweitzer & Croson, 1999). However, blatant deception 
can be particularly problematic for negotiators because it entices them into agreements 
that are not in their best interest (Jap, Robertson, & Hamilton, 2011) and adversely 
affects subjective value (Kray, Kennedy, & Van Zant, 2014). Another ethical bias 
occurs when negotiators conceal privileged information; they often feel a need to vio-
late ethical standards by misleading others about their relative bargaining advantages, 
even when it is in their economic self-interest to reveal this information (Van Beest, 
Steinel, & Murnighan, 2011).

Researchers have generally taken two approaches to understanding the psychological 
processes that drive deception. One approach focuses on deliberative processes where 
individuals engage in a rational cost–benefit analysis to determine whether the benefits 
of deception outweigh the risks (e.g., Zhong, 2011). This view has largely considered 
how negotiators’ ethical decision making is influenced by  circumstance and  motivation. 
For example, because loss frames induce a greater willingness to take risks in the name 
of economic gain, loss‐framed negotiators are more likely to deceive others than 
 gain‐framed negotiators (Kern & Chugh, 2009). Relatedly, having a more favorable 
BATNA increases negotiators’ willingness to deceive others (Malhotra & Gino, 2011). 
Characteristics of a target can also influence negotiators’ willingness to deceive, as in 
the case of women being targets of deception more than men owing to stereotypes 
about the relative ease with which they are misled (Kray et al., 2014).

The second approach to understanding deception in negotiations has focused on 
the role of self‐concept maintenance in guiding negotiators’ ethical decision making. 
People seek to maintain a positive self‐view, but deception hinders their ability to do 
so (Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008). Yet individuals can be induced into dishonest deeds 
when they are provided with an opportunity to preserve their positive self‐concept by 
preemptively rationalizing dishonesty (Gino & Ariely, 2012; Shalvi, Dana, Handgraaf, & 
De Dreu, 2011). Overall, the evidence suggests that honesty is more closely tied to 
women’s self‐concept than it is to men’s, as men have been shown to be more likely 
than women to condone ethically questionable behavior (Kennedy & Kray, 2014; 
Kray & Haselhuhn, 2012). Situational factors also affect negotiator deception. For 
example, because face‐to‐face communication personalizes individuals, it makes them 
more ethically self‐ aware (Rockmann & Northcraft, 2008). As a consequence, nego-
tiators are less likely to deceive their counterparts when communicating face‐to‐face 
rather than  anonymously (Valley, Moag, & Bazerman, 1998).

Summary of research on relational outcomes

Recent research on relational negotiation outcomes has suggested that by narrowly 
focusing on negotiators’ economic performance, BDR scholars have ignored what 
negotiators truly value. In particular, evidence is accumulating to suggest that nego-
tiators’ subjective value, subjective perceptions, and ethical preferences are crucial 
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determinants of the bargaining tactics they adopt. Despite the strength and promise 
of recent research on relational outcomes, it is not without its limitations. Without 
a unifying framework to help guide this area of research forward, it risks becoming 
a field of descriptive findings with little practical significance to negotiators. 
Although narrow in focus, a primary strength of negotiations research that has 
adopted a BDR framework is that it provides normative benchmarks that negotia-
tors should strive to meet. By identifying circumstances in which negotiators tend 
to fall short of economic benchmarks, it has revealed key insights into negotiator 
cognition and suggested interventions that can help people improve the quality of 
their economic outcomes. An adoption of BDR’s emphasis on normative  benchmarks 
could allow the growing area of research on relational outcomes not only to thrive 
but also to eventually become every bit as relevant to the practice of negotiation as 
BDR‐inspired research.

Incorporating the BDR Approach to the Study 
of Relational Outcomes

We conclude with two general proposals for how research on relational outcomes can 
establish meaningful normative benchmarks. The first proposal involves using its own 
strength, which is identifying what negotiators truly value. No single negotiator places 
the same weight on all the economic, social, and perceptual outcomes that may result 
from a negotiation. Therefore, rather than being concerned with prescribing “one‐
size-fits-all” normative benchmarks, negotiation researchers might consider how to 
help people make decisions that are consistent with their own idiosyncratic prefer-
ences. Research on relational outcomes has opened our eyes to this reality, but because 
it is agnostic as to whether negotiators should prioritize the pursuit of economic or 
relational outcomes, it fails to provide concrete prescriptions that can help negotiators 
make utility‐maximizing decisions. One way to overcome this limitation may be to 
adopt person‐specific normative benchmarks; behavioral economics is a field where 
many have successfully done this. For example, many economists have accepted that 
individuals discount time in an idiosyncratic fashion, and rather than create a  normative 
benchmark for temporal discounting that is meant to apply to everyone, some have 
considered how various factors cause individuals to make preference‐inconsistent 
decisions (e.g., Laibson, 1997). By developing techniques oriented at understanding 
the weight negotiators place on different outcomes and standardizing these outcomes 
on a common scale, researchers can formulate person‐specific normative benchmarks 
aimed at maximizing subjective utility. This can potentially open up new lines of 
research concerned with understanding the factors that influence negotiators’ ability 
to make preference‐consistent decisions as opposed to assuming that they all share the 
same preferences.

Our second proposal involves establishing issue‐specific normative benchmarks. 
Whereas economic outcomes are easily benchmarked because they are unambiguously 
measured, the measurement and interpretation of relational outcomes is relatively 
ambiguous. For example, if the subjective value a negotiator derives from an  interaction 
is measured as a “5.0” out of 7 possible “value points,” it is difficult to  understand 
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what conclusions can be drawn from this measurement. Should the measured 
subjective value be considered a success because it is above the midpoint of the scale? 
Or is the negotiator clearly falling well short of his or her potential by failing to reach 
the maximum value of 7? What if, despite failing to achieve the maximum possible 
score, the negotiator actually derived more subjective value than he or she ever has in 
a negotiation? To address these issues, we propose using benchmarks that consider 
negotiators’ idiosyncratic circumstances and experience.

To consider the benefits of adopting noneconomic normative benchmarks, take 
a measure such as subjective value. While it may not be very diagnostic of negoti-
ator performance in its own right, it may be quite informative if placed in a proper 
 context. An area in the negotiations literature that has largely been neglected 
involves how negotiators select their negotiation partners (Reb, 2010). In theory, 
negotiators should identify the universe of people who have a resource they are 
interested in obtaining and bargain with each of them until they identify the person 
who provides them with the most valuable offer. But, given resource and time 
 limitations, it is not feasible to expect that negotiators can accomplish this goal. 
Instead they must satisfice and identify a subset of people who they think have 
potential to yield valuable outcomes. Because counterpart selection is often guided 
by relational considerations as opposed to strategic considerations, negotiators 
often choose counterparts who yield them economic outcomes less favorable than 
those which could have resulted from negotiating with a different counterpart 
(Tenbrunsel, Wade‐Benzoni, Moag, & Bazerman, 1999). Yet another interesting 
question is whether negotiators make decisions that fail to maximize subjective 
value despite their intentions to the contrary. If so, then even if the subjective value 
a negotiator derives from a given negotiation partner appears favorable, it may fall 
short of what could have been obtained from someone else who was never 
approached in the first place. The social ties that people form are partly deliberate 
and partly circumstantial (Kossinets & Watts, 2009), so by considering the value 
that negotiators derive from settlements relative to their network‐maximizing 
value, or benchmark of what they could have expected to earn by bargaining with 
someone else in their social network, we can begin to develop an understanding of 
how negotiators’ choices and circumstances influence their likelihood of maxi-
mizing the subjective value they derive from bargaining. Such an approach would 
not only advance the practical significance of research on relational outcomes but 
also present an  opportunity to expand its theoretical lens by incorporating socio-
logical approaches to networks.

Finally, we note that person‐specific benchmarks may be subject to biases them-
selves. People struggle to discount the influence of their current state on their future 
preferences (Gilbert, Gill, & Wilson, 2002), so they may overweight the influence 
of salient issues in a negotiation on their future utility. In addition, given that indi-
viduals’ valuation of relational outcomes are inherently subjective, understanding 
when these outcomes are likely to be biased can be quite valuable. For example, 
negotiators frequently fail to account for situational constraints on their counter-
parts when assessing their personality (Morris, Larrick, & Su, 1999). This can be 
problematic when one encounters a counterpart who has no choice except to 
demand large concessions. Rather than consider the counterpart’s behavior as an 
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unavoidable byproduct of circumstance, a focal negotiator may consider the coun-
terpart’s behavior to be an invariant aspect of his or her disposition. As a consequence, 
the negotiator may avoid the counterpart in future bargaining situations – even in 
circumstances where the counterpart could provide more valuable opportunities for 
the creation of economic and relational value than any other potential counterpart. 
Furthermore, because individuals overestimate the extent to which others will fail to 
consider the influence of circumstance on their own behavior (Savitsky, Epley, & 
Gilovich, 2001), they may also engage in erroneous assumptions about the potential 
to build relational capital in a bargaining situation. A negotiator unable to make 
costly concessions in one situation may overestimate the extent to which such a 
hard‐bargaining tactic will negatively color a counterpart’s perception of the dyadic 
relationship. This overestimation could cause the negotiator to write off any possi-
bility of a future relationship with the counterpart, thus failing to  consider subsequent 
opportunities to bargain with the counterpart. Though benchmarks based on 
individual‐specific preferences have potential to add substantial value to the study of 
negotiation, they are inherently prone to bias. Future research oriented at uncover-
ing biases in the evaluation of negotiator preferences could  identify interventions 
to  ensure that quantitative estimates of negotiators’ preferences and relational 
 outcomes better reflect reality.

Conclusion

This chapter has examined negotiation, a fundamental form of social interaction, 
from a BDR perspective. We have highlighted the strengths of this research approach 
by noting its emphasis on unambiguous normative benchmarks to help identify 
shortcomings in negotiator performance. To highlight these strengths, we reviewed 
research typifying the BDR approach derived from cognitive psychology. In its 
focus on the impact of negotiation‐specific and more general cognitive biases on 
negotiation outcomes this research stream has revealed many valuable insights. But, 
with the exception of work on judgmental accuracy, research in this area has largely 
neglected the importance of negotiators’ subjective perceptions. More recent work 
demonstrating that negotiators’ perceived affective and motivational experience 
impact on negotiation outcomes has started to address this gap in the literature. 
Though narrowly focused on evaluating economic outcomes, this line of research 
has highlighted a multitude of noncognitive factors that influence negotiators’ 
economic success. Adding to this is relatively recent work focusing on negotiators’ 
relational outcomes. Outcomes such as negotiators’ subjective experience, the impres-
sions they leave on others, and their adherence to ethical values all carry value to 
negotiators. While promising in its realism, research on relational outcomes risks 
becoming a purely descriptive field without the adoption of normative benchmarks 
to help negotiators understand the ways in which they can improve their 
performance. By adopting BDR’s emphasis on comparing outcomes to normative 
benchmarks, emerging research on relational outcomes can improve its practical 
relevance while expanding in theoretical scope by incorporating multidisciplinary 
research approaches.
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